Background {#Sec1}
==========

The impact of robotic technology has brought about advancements in different facets of life such as automobile assembly, military assignments, and agricultural sector. Alongside, incorporating the technology into medical practice plays a significant role in diagnosis and therapy of many medical conditions \[[@CR1]\]. Robotics is rapidly becoming useful in interventional surgery because human experts have limited views while carrying out operations on internal organs with minimal or no invasion. However, robotic arms can be designed to move towards targeted organs in a patient and precisely irradiate selected area of tissue that contains tumor from a given position.

Despite the vigorous attention received by surgical robots in the last three decades, real-time applications of highly articulated robots for surgical operations are still at infancy \[[@CR2]\]. Usually, robotic manipulators are made by a sequence of serial, parallel, or hybrid links that extend from fixed base to the end-effector. The links are connected to one another by some joint mechanisms for flexible control to allow surgeons to access intended internal organs \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\]. Investigation of internal organs through natural orifices or single-port incision has given rise to the development of snake robots. In practice, such robots correspond to serial-link manipulators with a high level of redundancy for spatial navigations. This flexible nature has given more preferences to serial-link manipulators over their parallel counterparts in medical intervention \[[@CR5]\]. In minimally invasive surgery (MIS), redundant serial-link manipulators can be controlled to imitate serpentine postures; thus, exhibits varying navigational patterns useful in complex environments \[[@CR6]\].

Conventionally, a serial-link robot requires six degrees of freedom (DoF) to reach manipulated objects in arbitrary position and orientation of a robot's workspace. However, having more-than-needed degrees to perform given tasks makes it dexterous; hence, advantageous in optimal control, path analysis, and obstacle avoidance. Despite these merits in interventional procedures, the performance of snake-like robot is limited by the complexity involved in solving its kinematics, which is distinguished into forward and inverse mappings \[[@CR7]\]. Kinematics refers to the representation of the end-effector's pose in Cartesian or joint space. Forward kinematics is to determine the location of end effector in Cartesian space by direct substitution of link parameters into Denavit--Hartenberg (DH) transformation matrices \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\]. On the other hand, inverse kinematics (IK) solutions are essential to determining appropriate joint angles required to drive a robot's end-effector to given target points during medical procedures.

In Pisla et al. \[[@CR10]\], geometric and kinematic models were proposed for positioning active tool-tip instruments fixed at distal part of a surgical hybrid robot. Tool-tip instruments such as surgical blades, radioactive source, and camera; plays important roles in master--slave teleoperated system used in surgical robotics. The intuitive system, da Vinci surgical robot, is a foremost system designed for a range of surgical tasks such as cardiothoracic and gastrointestinal procedures. The robotic platform has motivated several research works in different areas of medical robotics, specifically surgical tasks. For instance, Ota et al. \[[@CR11]\] developed a highly articulated surgical robot for intra-pericardial therapy with minimal invasion. Also, Simaan et al. \[[@CR12]\] developed a three-armed robotic system for MIS of throat. Each module consists of two DoF snake-like unit and a detachable parallel manipulator. However, the shape memory alloy actuation, adopted for control, posed great limitations in terms of response time and accuracy which are the major metrics used for evaluation of surgical robots. Dupont et al. \[[@CR13]\] proposed determining the pose of highly articulated robot constituted by concentrically combined pre-curved elastic tubes. However, complexity of the kinematic model increased with the number tubal segments and thus affects positioning accuracy of the robot. Recently, several laboratories have proposed different designs of snake-like robots for surgical and radiotherapeutic procedures \[[@CR14]--[@CR17]\].

Many algorithmic solutions have been proposed for solving IK of serial-link manipulators with high DoF. Generally, these algorithms can be categorized as analytical or numerical approaches. Analytical approach is a closed-form solution of IK obtained from pure algebra and algebraic geometry. Both methods have been applied to solve IK problems in serial-link redundant robots. In an extensive study, Chirkijian \[[@CR18]\] presented a novel framework for modeling IK of hyper redundant robots which are analogous to snake in morphology with planar rotational axis. Also, Sheng et al. proposed a geometric method for solving joint angles in a hyper-redundant manipulator \[[@CR19]\]. Theoretic analysis and simulation results show that the method can precisely obtain accurate joint angles required by the manipulator's end effector to reach a given target in the joint space with fewer computations. However, this approach is limited to planar robots. The geometric method can be extended by spatial decomposition of the robot's workspace into multiple independent planes. Thence, IK of a robot's links can be solved by exploring the individual links in their respective planes. In an attempt for 3D path planning, Yahya et al. \[[@CR20]\] presented a unique-angle geometric method for positioning the end-effector of planar redundant manipulators in the workspace. The method was adapted for 3D manipulator with a twisted joint at the first joint, while a unique value was determined for other joints. The solution makes the manipulator to always exhibit open polygonal shapes which cannot be suitable for operations in confined environments.

Meanwhile, it is important to consider IK solutions for highly articulated robots that are capable of spatial navigation. These type of manipulators can enhance dexterity in MIS. Recently, geometric approaches have appeared as a better way to solving IK of robotic manipulators as noted in \[[@CR20]--[@CR22]\]. These studies proposed geometrical models for IK of hyper redundant manipulators which could be used to assist in interventional procedures. To find the optimum solution in 3D workspace, geometric models in these studies can solve n-link redundant manipulator having the first link connected to a fixed base with twisted joint. Conclusively, application of closed-form solutions involves the use of transcendental trigonometric equation for analytic reduction and geometric inspection of a robot's links. However, the existence of optimal solution is not always guaranteed especially, when a high number of links is needed for spatial navigation.

In numerical approaches, relationships between Cartesian and joint space are iteratively optimized to derive a possible set of joint angles that can place an end-effector at desired positions in the workspace. Earlier studies were carried out based on linear approximations of actual motion in the form of Jacobian methods \[[@CR23], [@CR24]\]. For instance, Borboni et al. \[[@CR25]\] evaluated pseudo-inverse matrix of a kinematic redundant serial-link robot developed for online pipe cutting in a continuous process of production, while Yazdani et al. \[[@CR26]\] investigated fault-tolerant control of redundant serial manipulators with pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian. These might be unsuitable for medical procedure as several iterations are required to compute accurate joint angles for a given position. Wang and Chen \[[@CR27]\] proposed cyclic coordinate descent (CCD) which became a popular method for solving IK. Recently, Aristidou and Lasenby \[[@CR28]\] presented a forward and backward reaching IK (FABRIK) method for solving the kinematics of articulated models in computer animation. Both heuristic iterative approaches require low computational cost unlike Jacobian methods. However, they perform poorly in complex 3D models and only converge better around the planes.

Limitations in the IK methods above greatly affect transitioning of most existing snake-like robotic designs for real clinical purposes. ViaCath endoluminal system by Hansen Medical (Norwood, MA, USA) has been one of the few single-port articulated robots commercially available for laparoscopic surgery \[[@CR29]\]. Experimental trials with the robotic tool, which comprises of flexible shaft and articulated tip with end-effector, have revealed kinematic control as its major limitation. Recently, Titan Medical Inc. (Toronto, ON, Canada) reported to have completed alpha prototype of a single incision abdominal surgical robotic system with single-use replaceable tips. The complete teleoperated system is expected to be commercialized upon FDA approval. Accurate and real-time IK method to snake-like robotic system has being a major factor hindering its wide acceptance into medical surgery; hence, this still remains a major research focus. By modeling, the problem can be viewed as solving nonlinear relationships between Cartesian and joint spaces with little dependencies. Approximations based on soft computing methods like fuzzy logic \[[@CR30]\], neural networks \[[@CR31], [@CR32]\], and evolutionary optimization \[[@CR33]\] have been proposed as alternatives to conventional IK approaches. However, the artificial intelligent methods require training adaptive algorithms for learning implicit relationships between the Cartesian and joint spaces of a particular robot. Moreover, learning periods require high storage, and the prediction error is uncontrollable.

Specifically, solving IK in robotics depends on design mechanisms of individual robot. Most existing snake-like robotic designs are not capable of accessing hidden abdominal organs in an accurate and timely manner. A common problem with existing designs is spatial inflexibility, that is, inability of a robot to achieve 3D curvy movements fitted for cluttered and confined paths in human body. Moreover, kinematic solutions for such robotic designs have reduced manipulable areas. This makes it is difficult to apply efficient avoidance schemes which could enhance effective interaction of the robot with other organs in a workspace. An IK method with admissible error offset, less computational time, and effective obstacle avoidance strategy is considered as been robust for spatial snake-like robots designed for MIS. Fortuitously, adapting biomorphic serpentine motion of natural snakes into such robots can simplify their IK model. By doing this, links of the robotic model are divided into several modules, and IK solution is defined for the lead-module only. The solution can be emulated by succeeding modules during translational movements.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. "[Design of a flexible snake-like robot for radiosurgery](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}" section presents the design of a flexible snake-like robot for radiotherapy of gastrointestinal cancer. "[Proposed geometric method](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}" section presents the non-iterative geometric method, proposed in this study, for solving IK of lead-modules in the snake-like robot. This section considers the flexible snake-like robot designed as a 2(n)-link manipulator and details of the proposed geometric method for cases of n = 1, and n = 2 are presented. Furthermore, the geometric method is extended for collision detection and avoidance with other organs in a workspace. "[Results and evaluation of the proposed method](#Sec15){ref-type="sec"}" section presents implementation and evaluation details of the proposed method based on simulated and actual prototype of the snake-like robot. Finally, conclusion of the study and future works are presented in "[Conclusion and future works](#Sec24){ref-type="sec"}".

Design of a flexible snake-like robot for radiosurgery {#Sec2}
======================================================

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the CAD model of our design for the highly articulated robotic device for radiotherapy \[[@CR14]\]. The design objective of the snake-like robot is to deliver radiotherapy dosage on cancerous cells around the gastrointestinal area in human abdomen. Instead of having invasions for excision of targeted cells, the robot is designed to go through natural orifices such as mouth, to the gastrointestinal tracts in human abdomen.Fig. 1CAD model of the snake-like robotic model for radiotherapy

Unlike in Wilbert et al. \[[@CR34]\] and Zhang et al. \[[@CR35]\], the snake-like manipulator has single dexterous arm to perform radiosurgical operations. The radiosurgical robotic model was designed to exhibit serpentine movements of natural snakes during medical procedures. It has a translational actuator for driving the whole mechanism forward and backward while navigating through natural orifices, and a series of rotational actuators for controlling the end-effector. Each rotational actuator has a brushless DC motor made up of rotor with permanent magnets and stator with windings. Beveled gears with transmission ratio of 2:1 and reduction ratio of 625:1 are connected with the motors for speed and torque control, respectively.

Currently, this study focuses only on solving IK problem to control the rotational joints for a given target point. Rotational joints in the snake-like robot are used to connect its links as a modular structure. Each module has a pair of two links which are proper link and connecting link. Proper links are distinctively longer with a length of 53.12 mm, and has two caps fixed at both ends for connection. Each cap is used to house actuators for connection with paired connecting link. Each connecting link has a length of 11 mm, and basically used for interconnection between consecutive modules in the robot. Each link has a single DoF with its direction of rotation solely depending on the instantaneous angular value at the base of the link. The links within and between the modules of the robot are connected with a pair of orthogonally paired joints; thus, each consecutive joint has a joint twist value of ±*π*/2 rad. The DH parameters for robotic model with 1, 2, ..., n modules are given in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1DH parameters of snake-like model*n*Link idLink length (a), (mm)Twist angle (∝), (rad)Link offset (d)Joint angle (*θ*)1153.12*π*/20*θ* ~1~211−*π*/20*θ* ~2~2153.12*π*/20*θ* ~1~211−*π*/20*θ* ~2~353.12*π*/20*θ* ~3~411−*π*/20*θ* ~4~*n*153.12*π*/20*θ* ~1~...............2*n*11−*π*/20*θ* ~2*n*~

The lead-module of the robotic structure acts as its head. Just as natural snakes contract muscles in each segment of their body by thrusting from side to side while the head determines the direction of movement, initialization of motion in the modular mechanism starts with linear actuation of the lead-module followed by computation of IK required to position the end-effector at via- or target points. Previously, we applied optimized Monte Carlo method to achieve a precise IK solution for the snake-like robot with 12-DOFs \[[@CR14]\]. In the study, forward kinematics of the robot configuration was used to compute possible poses in the robot's workspace. The huge pose matrix was saved in a spreadsheet file and a search algorithm was used to select IK solution for given target points. The method has high response time, and fails to compute IK of target points that were not pre-stored in the spreadsheet.

Motivated by the above shortcomings, we will reduce the problem to solving the IK of the lead-module in this present study. Since serpentine movement could be realized with trans-rotational *follow*-*the*-*lead* motion using the translational actuator and the first n-rotational joints. While the former glides the snake robot forward and backward along X-axis, it is pertinent to determine appropriate joint angles that can lead the manipulator's end-effector to a given target point. Hence, the translational actuator can advance all modules in the manipulator one after the other, and the IK solution of a *n*th module can be assumed by the *n*th + *1* module in the subsequent iteration. With this convention, it is sufficient to model IK solution just for links in the first module. This will not only reduce computation burden expected for the flexible articulated robots but also enhance its snake-like movement. Similarly, obstacle collision avoidance is an important area of the IK solution. This can necessitate alteration in a pre-defined trajectory of the snake-like robot during surgical operation. Hence, the proposed IK method is extended by utilizing redundancy found in the lead-module of the snake-like robot to detect and avoid collision with other organs in the workspace.

Proposed geometric method {#Sec3}
=========================

The CAD model in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows a modular robotic manipulator capable of snake-like movement with 2n links. We start the proposed geometric approach by computing IK solution for lead-modules with two links in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a. This configuration may become trivially underactuated especially when one of the axial values in the target is close to zero. Hence, we extend the geometric method to solve IK of four-link module shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b. This configuration is redundant, and existing methods cannot simultaneously solve its IK timely and accurately. Point virtualization is useful in solving IK of robotic models \[[@CR36], [@CR37]\], and collision avoidance with surrounding organs \[[@CR38]\]. This serves as the basis of the geometric method we proposed in this study.Fig. 2Spatial postures of the proposed snake-like robot. **a** Two-link module; **b** four-link module

Two-link module {#Sec4}
---------------

The idea is to locate *n*-*1* virtual points (VPs) that are necessary to determine appropriate joint angles for a given target point in an *n*-*link* module. The angles were computed by setting of VPs in the Cartesian space of the workspace, and determination of angles between connected links. Details of both steps are explained in the following sub-sections.

### Geometric setting of virtual points {#Sec5}

A two-link module requires one VP to determine appropriate joint angles for a given target point. It should be pointed out that each link of any serial chain manipulator has a single axis of rotation, that is, it can only rotate in a unique plane. Hence, the VP should be located such that it coincides with tip of the first link and the base of second link at the same time. The distance between *VP* ~1~ and the base point *BP* must be equal in length with the first link in the robotic model. Since the joints at both links are orthogonal to each other, rotation axis of the second link (the blue circles) will vary with respect to the joint value of first link as shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a, b. To locate *VP* ~1~, distance between *VP* ~1~ and the target point (T*P*) must be equal to the length of second link in the manipulator. Hence, these constraints can be satisfied by computing an appropriate base angle (α) as in Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}.Fig. 3Location of virtual point between the base and target points. **a** Rotation axes of joints in the two-link module.   **b** Location of *VP* ~1~ base on ​the rotation axes $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Computation of joint angles base on virtual points {#Sec6}

Once an appropriate point is geometrically set as *VP* ~1~, angles at both joints of the two-link module is obtained by vectorizing the known Cartesian points. Actually, we can make two vectors with the three known points $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Four-link module {#Sec7}
----------------

In the last subsection, the proposed geometric method was modeled for two-link module. Exact and numerical approaches are also effective for solving IK problems of such configuration. Generally, both approaches perform better in modeling IK for serial robots with larger number of links provided that just one of the joints has twist value different from zero, or if the serial robot has an appropriate number of wrist offsets as in the case of most industrial robots. However, the approaches are not suitable for resolving IK of the snake-like model (in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b) in a precise and timely manner. Hence, we will extend the geometric solution in "[Two-link module](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}" section to solve IK of four-link redundant module.

### Determination of Cartesian coordinates of virtual points {#Sec8}

Three VPs are necessary to determine appropriate joint angles for given target points in a *four*-*link* module, as explained in the case of ​two-link module. The VPs are classified either as mid-VP or connecting VP based on certain characteristics explained in this sub-section. Both VPs are used to determine possible coordinates of joints in the module such that the tip of the last link reaches a given via- or target point.

#### Mid-virtual point {#Sec9}

To start with, the four-link module is sub-divided into two equidistant halves with a Mid-VP such that links in each half can be manipulated independently. Unlike in Sardana et al. \[[@CR21]\], the proposed approach is applicable if all links of the manipulator have equal length, every two consecutive links have similar length pattern, or all links are distinctive in lengths. These three cases have different peculiarities but we will only focus on the second case as it is the case of the radiosurgical robot which this study is based on.

Consider the four-link module in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b virtualized as an isosceles triangle shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a, if the distance between the base and target points is a chord in a circle, a mid-virtual point (*VP* ~*M*~) is chosen as center of the circle such that:Fig. 5Virtualization of the four-link. **a** Determination of mid-virtual point. **b** Bisection of chord BP--TP it extends with the lengths $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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With a chosen *VP* ~*M*~ satisfying the above conditions, Cartesian coordinates of the mid VP depends on the base angle (*α*) in the isosceles triangle in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b. *α* is calculated using the Cosine expression in Eq. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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If correctly chosen, *VP* ~*M*~ must be perpendicular to chord (*BP*--*TP*) at the mid-plane. Hence, Cartesian coordinates of the mid-plane, *P* ~*b*~, is calculated using Eq. [5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Alternatively, Eq. [6](#Equ6){ref-type=""} can be simplified as given in Eqs. [8](#Equ8){ref-type=""} and [9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}. That is, since coordinates of the base point $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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#### Connecting virtual points {#Sec10}

IK solution of the four-link module is complex and requires analysis of each link in distinct rotational axes of the geometric space. Exceptions to this are cases when the angles at first joint and third joint are zero, that is: *θ* ~1~ = 0 and *θ* ~3~ = 0; or when the angles at second and fourth joint are zero that is: *θ* ~2~ = 0 and *θ* ~4~ = 0. In both cases, the snake model works with only two-DoF and operates in planar configuration. In other cases, the complexity of the four-link module is reduced by defining a common point which can connect the links in each part formed by the Mid-VP. These points are regarded as the connecting virtual points (*VP* ~*C*~), and are defined with respect to the Mid-VP (*VP* ~*M*~) and the given target (*TP*) as shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Since each link has distinct rotational axis, as shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, the two connecting virtual points are defined with respect to *VP* ~*M*~. To define *VP* ~*C*1~, *VP* ~*M*~ is considered as target point with *BP* (in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) as its base. However, *VP* ~*M*~ is taken as the base point in the case of *VP* ~*C*2~, and *TP* (in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) being the target.Fig. 6Connecting VPs in the rotation axes of four-link module

Rotations at first joint in each part of the module causes the connecting VPs to be in similar plane with their respective bases while rotation at the second joints in each part causes spatial deflection of the tip of the second link towards their respective targets. Hence, the *z*-axial values of bases and connecting VP in each part of the module are equal, and however, different from that of the target points. As a result, each link of the robot is capable of having different orientations. To locate *VP* ~*C*1~ and *VP* ~*C*2~ in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, we need to compute their respective angles of elevation *σ* ~1~ and *σ* ~2~ in the sub-modules. Fortunately, the lengths of all sides are known, so we can apply the Cosine rule in Eqs. [10a](#Equ10){ref-type=""} and [10b](#Equ11){ref-type=""} to determine base angles: *σ* ~1~ and *σ* ~2~; with which the Cartesian coordinates of the connecting VPs are eventually computed in Eqs. [11](#Equ12){ref-type=""} and [12](#Equ13){ref-type=""}.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta y_{2}$$\end{document}$) are the differences between the *x*, *y* axial values in the coordinates of points *BP*--*VP* ~*M*~ and points *VP* ~*M*~--*TP*, respectively.

### Computation of robot's joint angles base on virtual points {#Sec11}

In the last sub-sections, we have parameterized coordinates of the VPs needed to compute the joint angles with which a four-link module can use to arrive at given target point. The angular value at each joint is derived by vectorizing the Cartesian coordinates of the VPs obtained in the last sub-section. Alongside the base point, target point, and the three VPs, an extra point (*EP*), which is the initial pose of first link, is assumed as shown in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a. Finally, the joint angles are computed using Eq. [13](#Equ14){ref-type=""}.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$EP, BP, VP_{{C_{1} }} , VP_{M} , VP_{{C_{2} }}$$\end{document}$ and *TP*) for joint angles in four-link module. **a** Computation of individual joint angles. **b** Error minimization from the base joint where *k* = 1, 2, 3, 4, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overrightarrow {{L_{k}^{'} }}$$\end{document}$ are equidistant vectors representing the respective initial and final poses of the *k*th link used to compute the *k*th joint angle.

In the first condition, change in z-axial value ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta z$$\end{document}$) is zero if the rotation produced by second link does not cause elevation in the z-axis with respect to previous orientation. Before computing *θ* ~3~, forward kinematics is employed to determine the actual position of *VP* ~*M*~ based on joint angles *θ* ~1~ and *θ* ~2~. This is done as link transformation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${}_{ }^{i - 1} T_{i}$$\end{document}$ from base point (*EP*) to *VP* ~*M*~, with the standard DH convention in Eq. [14](#Equ15){ref-type=""}.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Any change in the Cartesian coordinates of *VP* ~*M*~ requires $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$VP_{C2}$$\end{document}$ in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} to be recalculated before the remaining angles $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left[ {\theta_{3} , \theta_{4} } \right]$$\end{document}$ are computed. As explained in Wang et al. \[[@CR40]\], the workspace of a robotic model is, cumulatively, the accessible area that can be referenced by the end effector. Since both sub-modules operate together in a single workspace and the consecutive joints have orthogonal relationship, there is possibility of position offset between the computed and actual target points. Possible error value was minimized with Eq. [15](#Equ16){ref-type=""}. This updates the value of *θ* ~1~ with respect to the target position, as shown in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}b.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\theta_{1}^{{\prime }} = \theta_{1} \pm \gamma$$\end{document}$$where *γ* is the angular displacement by using the inverse of sine function. It should be noted that, this is only applicable when the computed target point, verified with *fkine* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left( {\theta_{1}^{{\prime }} , \theta_{2} ,\theta_{3} , \theta_{4} } \right)$$\end{document}$, is closer to the actual target point than *fkine* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left( {\theta_{1} , \theta_{2} ,\theta_{3} , \theta_{4} } \right)$$\end{document}$. This helps to obtain the best angle-set for given target point.

Safety mechanism of the proposed IK method {#Sec12}
------------------------------------------

Aside precise control and fast response, safety of an IK method is also important for effective interaction of surgical robots with non-targeted organs along a given trajectory. An avoidance strategy is added to the proposed geometric IK method for validating the VPs computed in "[Two-link module](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}" and "[Four-link module](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}" sections.

### Collision detection {#Sec13}

The proposed IK method is enriched with a function that avoids collision of the spatial snake-like robot with organs around a given trajectory in the manipulable area of the robot's workspace. The first step is to check for possibility of collision between a link of the robot and such surrounding organs. For instance, if a via-point along a given trajectory is the target point (*TP*) set as input into the proposed IK method, collision with organs is analyzed based on individual rotation axis of each link in the robot. The VPs that are required to position the end-effector at *TP* are obtained as explained in "[Four-link module](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}" section. Thereafter, each link is circumscribed in a circle with radius equal to length of the link. Similarly, the organs in the manipulable area are circumscribed, uniquely, in different spheres. Assuming $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left[ {k_{X} , k_{Y} , k_{Z} } \right]$$\end{document}$ are the center points of circumscription for *l*th link and *k*th non-targeted organ in the manipulable area, respectively; probability of collision between the link and the organ is checked with Eq. [16](#Equ17){ref-type=""}.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Collision avoidance {#Sec14}

This is an important step used to validate the aptness of VPs obtained in "[Two-link module](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}" and "[Four-link module](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}" sections for a given *TP*. Once the probability of collision between any of the links in snake-like robot and an organ around a given trajectory in the manipulable area of the workspace is set as one in Eq. [16](#Equ17){ref-type=""}, it is pertinent to find alternative joint configurations that can position the end-effector at *TP*. Thus, the initial VPs computed for the links could cause damage to the organ and should therefore be avoided. For the two-link module, only one *VP* ~1~ exists for all target points reachable by the configuration. This is due to under-actuation in the Cartesian space and joint space of the configuration. It can be seen that any slight change in axial values of *VP* ~1~ will deflect the end-effector from *TP* in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b. This vindicates inexistence of two *VP* ~1~ for a single target point in the under-actuated module.

Contrarily, the four-link module is redundant with an extra link and thereby gives room for more than one joint configuration for most target points. For an initial set of VPs, if the probability of collision of any of the links with an organ in the manipulable area is greater than zero, a collision avoidance strategy is implemented. This is done by modifying base angle (*α*) in Eq. [4](#Equ4){ref-type=""} so that an alternative location of *VP* ~*M*~ in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} can be computed. The base angle is redefined as Eq. [17](#Equ18){ref-type=""} and new coordinates of the mid VP is recomputed.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Similarly, several locations of *VP* ~*M*~ can be gotten by varying length of the bisector of chord *BP*--*TP*. Each new *VP* ~*M*~ gives a unique IK solution which can be used to avoid collision with surrounding organs in the workspace. These procedure are utilized for safe interaction of the robot with other organs in robot's manipulable area.

Results and evaluation of the proposed method {#Sec15}
=============================================

The proposed method was implemented on simulated and actual prototype of the snake-like robot. Results of the proposed method and evaluation against commonly used methods are presented in this section.

Implementations and results {#Sec16}
---------------------------

The proposed method was tested in Matlab simulation and the current prototype of the snake-like. Models for two-link and four-link modules were simulated in Matlab 8.3 (R2014a) using Robotics Toolbox \[[@CR41]\]. This study was carried out on a Lenovo M4380 desktop Computer with Intel^®^ duo processor of Core i3-3420 (2.40 GHz each), and a 2 GB RAM. The DH parameters of both modular configuration are cases of *n* = 1 and *n* = 2, respectively, in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. It should be noted that the four-link module is capable of spatial rotations in four orthogonal planes without offset in any joint. To the best of our knowledge, there exists no single method that has solved the IK of such modular configuration with both with high accuracy and short computational time, simultaneously.

### Simulation results from arbitrary points {#Sec17}

Following the procedures of the geometric method proposed in this study, the computation of virtual points necessary for both two-link and four-link modules to reach target points in their respective workspaces are given in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The base point is always positioned at the origin (0, 0, 0) in both configurations while coordinates of some reachable points are set as the target. Only one VP is needed in the two-link configuration as shown in the first four rows of Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. It can be seen that the values at z axis of base point and *VP* ~C1~ are equal and similarly for *VP* ~*M*~ and *VP* ~C2~. The value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$V_{{{\text{L}}_{i = 1,2} }}$$\end{document}$ was rationally fixed at 64 mm in this simulation based on the conditions explained in "[Determination of Cartesian coordinates of virtual points](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}" section. The joint angles were computed based on Cartesian coordinates obtained for the derived VPs in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, in addition with the Cartesian coordinates of the fixed base point (0, 0, 0); the target point which is the input to the geometric method.Table 2Computation of virtual points in the proposed geometric IK modelIdTarget position (mm)VP~C1~ (mm)VP~M~ (mm)VP~C2~ (mm)XYZXYZXYZXYZ1^a^35.89547.08222.3196.6698.47702^a^11.16232.623−47.6503.56110.40803^a^−20.562−35.61510.2375.5009.52604^a^−46.787−33.441−25.663−8.949−6.39605^a^−17.64334.55945.263−5.0029.79706−23.03344.71616.960−10.987−0.5380−63.289−3.0978.924−56.2055.3188.924795.97820.201−7.5836.8048.643039.57650.276−3.79549.28245.100−3.7958−70.09296.494−13.310−9.1886.0490−53.20535.030−6.652−56.12045.637−6.6529−40.51221.263−13.329−9.490−5.5620−54.933−32.193−6.889−52.420−21.484−6.88910−102.447−12.848−7.496−8.003−7.54690−46.553−43.900−3.751−56.168−38.558−3.751114.64428.14510.142−10.1244.3020−58.75724.9715.423−47.77025.5215.42312−42.313−35.40721.584−8.365−7.1420−48.417−41.340−6.942−47.039−30.429−6.94213124.266−26.778−10.90710.932−1.220063.446−7.083−5.44973.9107−10.4715−5.4491452.552−106.38611.6488.161−7.375047.335−42.7775.82348.234−53.7405.8231529.670104.46619.317−2.81310.6340−16.16761.1299.677−8.17468.6869.677^a^2-link-module

Coordinates of the extra point (EP) used for this simulation is (11, 0, 0). This is the default location of the tip of first link in the snake-like robot. The fifteen postures in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} are the Matlab plots obtained when theta values computed by the proposed method are set as joint angular values in both configurations.Fig. 8Simulation results for the arbitrary target points in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. **a**--**o** ​Matlab plots for the 15 target points in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}

### Simulation result from pre-defined path with obstacles {#Sec18}

Implementation of the proposed IK method was also verified for safe interaction with organs around given paths in the workspace. For this purpose, boundary of an ellipsoidal shape was set as desired path, amidst several bodily organs represented as spherical objects with varying sizes in the workspace. Axial values of points along the ellipsoidal path were generated with Eq. ([18](#Equ19){ref-type=""}), and set as targets of the robot, consecutively.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$\left( {x - 30} \right)^{2} + \left( {y - 25} \right)^{2} + \left( {z - 55} \right)^{2} = 33$$\end{document}$$

The parameterized ellipsoidal path is made up of 100 spatial points out of which 10 via-points were evenly chosen and set as input into the proposed IK method. As shown in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}, the proposed method was able to resolve the kinematics based on the target points. The probability of collision was greater than zero for 4th link and 2nd link in transitions *P* ~1~--*P* ~2~ and *P* ~2~--*P* ~3~, respectively. In both cases, the proposed method used the alternative base angle to compute another set of VPs that could move the links through the via-points successfully without collision. The target points and corresponding final joint angles computed for the points are shown at right hand side of Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}b.Fig. 9Interaction with surrounding organs. **a** Ordinary IK method. **b** IK with collision avoidance

### Experimental results {#Sec19}

The proposed method was also tested on prototype of the snake-like robot. Currently, the robotic mechanism can only support four-link drive due to iterative prototyping methodology adopted for its design. The geometric IK method for four-link module was implemented graphically in LabVIEW^®^ (National Instruments). This programming environment was chosen because of its built-in support for NI CompactRIO (cRIO-9118) with FPGA reconfigurable chassis and digital I/O modules which were used for controlling motor drives at the robot's joints. Suitability of the proposed method was tested with the actual robot using coordinates of the last three points in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The joint angles obtained from the geometric method were set at each joint of the robot, and position of tip of the last link was recorded. The current prototype of the snake-like robot does not feature a position sensor. To obtain its position in the world coordinate system, an NDI passive marker was fixed at tip of the robot's last link, and its Cartesian location was recorded with a Polaris NDI tracking navigation system \[Polaris Spectra, Northern Digital Inc. (NDI), Canada\]. The default posture of the actual robot and final postures obtained from the last three target points in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} are shown in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}a--d respectively. Location of the marker recorded for each target point is appended to the corresponding postures in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 10Final postures of actual robot for last three target points in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}

It can be seen from Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} that the snake-like robot can achieved similar results as the simulated model. The final tip position in each figure is closely reached when the robot's joints were rotated by angles calculated from the proposed IK method. Error offsets in final postures of the actual robot with respect to the simulated model are annotated with red in the figures. The low offset values further validate the proposed geometric approach.

Model evaluation and discussions {#Sec20}
--------------------------------

Position accuracy and response time are two major metrics that are commonly used to evaluate IK methods in medical robotics. Basically, position accuracy is the euclidean distance between a given target point and the actual point reached by an IK method, while response time is the total execution time needed to solve IK problem for a single target point. The proposed method is validated with both metrics in this section.

### Arbitrary points in workspace {#Sec21}

First, we evaluated the proposed method based on error offsets in each of the plots in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}. We applied forward kinematics to determine the actual coordinates of last link's tip when the joint angles computed by our proposed method were set as input. The error values are the differences between axial values of given targets and the corresponding actual points in each plot. The joint angles computed for each point, alongside actual points and error values are summarized in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}.Table 3Evaluation based on 15 arbitrary target pointsIdTarget position (mm)Actual tip point (mm)Joint angles (rad)Error values (mm)*e* (mm)XYZXYZ*θ* ~1~*θ* ~2~*θ* ~3~*θ* ~4~XYZ1^a^35.89547.08222.31935.89447.08222.3190.919−0.434−3.69^−4^−4.85^−4^−2.82^−4^6.71^−4^2^a^11.16232.623−47.65011.16232.623−47.6491.2411.113−1.14^−4^−3.34^−4^7.16^−4^7.98^−4^3^a^−20.562−35.61510.237−20.562−35.61510.2371.047−2.9481.14^−4^1.98^−4^−4.48^−5^2.33^−4^4^a^−46.787−33.441−25.663−46.787−33.441−25.663−2.5210.504−1.77^−4^−1.27^−4^−1.20^−4^2.49^−4^5^a^−17.64334.55945.263−17.64334.55945.2632.043−1.020−9.10^−5^1.78^−4^3.26^−4^3.82^−4^6−23.03344.71616.960−22.89344.44317.027−3.075−0.169−2.306−0.2920.141−0.2740.0670.315795.97820.201−7.58395.86020.201−7.5810.9070.072−1.3940.056−0.1180.00[0]{.ul}0.0020.1188−70.09296.494−13.310−69.76696.251−13.1432.518−0.055−0.6630.3610.327−0.2430.1670.4409−40.51221.263−13.329−40.43621.237−13.375−2.4240.131−2.3940.2380.076−0.026−0.4630.09310−102.447−12.848−7.496−102.421−12.852−7.4992.6340.1471.262−0.0600.026−0.004−0.0030.027114.64428.14510.1424.50228.55310.1942.7539−0.102−2.679−0.201−0.1420.4080.0520.43512−42.313−35.40721.584−41.716−34.94821.660−1.324−0.218−2.205−0.3540.5950.4590.0760.75513124.266−26.778−10.907123.671−26.808−9.911−0.3330.1590.239−0.158−0.596−0.0300.9971.1621452.552−106.38611.64852.513−106.13811.561−0.735−0.110−0.760−0.0180.039−0.2480.0870.2661529.670104.46619.31729.723103.41820.0221.765−0.529−1.0200.5000.054−1.0480.7051.264^a^2-link-module

Magnitude of the error values are given in the last column of Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. It can be observed that the error values obtained for the two-link module are always less than 1 µm. This is because the module has just two-links and its exact solution comprises of three unknown in two equations, hence, some dependencies can be established. However, the error values in the case of four-link module are comparatively large. These can be attributed to existence of differences in direction of rotation of each link. Irrespectively, tip of the last link is always very close to the target with maximum error of 1 mm except in rows 13 and 15 of Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}.

### Complete workspace evaluation {#Sec22}

Robustness of the proposed geometric method is further checked by validating points that make up the complete workspace. By using 0.01425 and 0.3 rad as angular interval, workspaces for both two-link and four-link modules are generated with forward kinematics. As presented in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, validation result shows the proposed method can determine 99.21% of points in the two-link's workspace, 88.61% of points in the four-link's workspace with error threshold value of 1 mm. The percentage accuracy of the latter also reached 99.50% when the error threshold was set as 3 mm. Nonetheless, there were still some points with position error values greater than 3 mm in both workspaces as shown in plots of Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}.Table 4Error analysis of the proposed geometric methodRobot configurationAngular interval (rad)Total points in workspacePoints reached by link configurationPercentage reachability (%)Error threshold (mm)Two links, 1 Twist0.01425194,481192,93999.211Four links, 2 Twist0.3172,33888.611193,50799.493 Fig. 11Evaluation of proposed method with workspaces of two- link (**a**) and four-link (**b**) modules

Analyses of both workspaces show that, the percentage accuracy of the proposed geometric method is relatively high. Although, several points in both workspaces were still unreachable despite increasing the error threshold to 3 mm. Most of these points are found at the mid-horizontal boundaries of both workspaces where the DOFs in succeeding links cannot be fully utilized due to certain rotations that occurred at one or more preceding joint(s).

Comparison with existing methods {#Sec23}
--------------------------------

Finally, the proposed method is compared with some existing methods used in solving IK problems. For this purpose, we implemented Jacobian Damped Least Squares (DLS), Jacobian Transpose, and Jacobian Damped Least Squares with Singular Value Decomposition (SVD-DLS), which are popularly used in robotics control. Details of these numerical approaches can be found in \[[@CR24]\]. In addition, we implemented CCD \[[@CR27]\] and fast iterative solver \[[@CR28]\] which are geometric methods with iterative error minimization. We considered iterative methods only because, to the best of our knowledge, there is no exact approach for the proposed snake-like model at the time of this study.

A careful observation on Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}a shows the effects of under-actuation of two-link module. Hence, we used the four-link model to evaluate all the six methods. To eliminate bias effects from the positive gain constants in the numerical methods, we set a unique value of 1 for both alpha and lambda. Also, we set a value of 500 as the maximum number of iterations to avoid endlessness in cases where such points are unreachable for any of the method. Since response time and position accuracy are major parameters needed for operation of robotic manipulators in assisted-radiosurgery, performances of the six methods were adjudged based on percentage accuracy, mean execution time, and average number of iteration of each method over 194,481 points that make up the workspace. Results of comparison are summarized in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}.Table 5Comparison of the six methods based on accuracy, execution time, and mean iterationIK methodsRanges of error magnitude (mm)Execution time (s)Average iteration*e* ≤ 11 \< *e* ≤ 3*e* \> 3*t* ≤ 0.10.1 \< *t* ≤ 1*t* \> 1Proposed method172,33821,169974194,481001Jacobian SVD−DLS193,514211756729187,437631512.61 ± 23.7Jacobian DLS192,38911399538187,679679420.58 ± 67.8Jacobian transpose810310,361176,41704751189,730500CCD12,19214,795167,494237617186,841379.46 ± 185.3FABRIK18,78822,528153,16539,61311,649143,219327.12 ± 217.5

With an admissive error threshold of 1 mm, the percentage accuracies obtained for the six methods are shown in Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}. It can be observed from bars of the plot that Jacobian SVD-DLS and Jacobian DLS can compute IK for target points in the four-link module workspace with percentage accuracies of 99.5 and 98.9%, respectively, while the proposed method has a percentage accuracy of 88.6%. Aside its accuracy, the proposed method has the least response time when compared with other methods.Fig. 12Percentage accuracy of the IK methods with error threshold of 1 mm

Response time is the total execution time of an IK method for a single point-to-point movement. The proposed method has a maximum response time of 0.009 s, which is significantly close to zero in reaching each point in the four-link robot's workspace.

As clearly indicated in Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}, execution times of both SVD-DLS and DLS methods are higher than that of the proposed geometric method. Both methods have response time less than 0.1 s in approximately 0.004% of points in the whole workspace. Both methods (that is SVD-DLS and DLS) require mean execution times of 0.36 and 0.41 s, respectively, to compute the IK of a given target point. In their best cases, the two methods completed computation of IK for 96.5% of the points in the workspace at approximately 0.95 s. On the other hand, the proposed geometric method requires less than 0.01 s to compute IK of any point in the workspace. This is more than 30 times faster than both DLS and SVD-DLS, hence the proposed method has the shortest computational time when compared with other methods.Fig. 13Percentage convergence of IK methods with respect to time (s)

It is pertinent to emphasis that accuracy is an important factor in medical robotics. However, despite the high accuracies of SVD-DLS and DLS methods (reported in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}), the methods cannot be used for solving IK of such surgical robot as it will cause delay in a master--slave teleoperative system. A way to ensure trade-off between these two sensitive metrics is to widen the admissive error threshold for the sake of efficient run-time control. As reported for the four-link module, a careful analysis with special focus on accuracy shows that the proposed geometric method can compute IK of 99.49% of the workspace points with a maximum error of 3 mm. Hence, aside an extra merit of being computationally faster, setting the error threshold value as 3 mm makes the accuracy of the proposed method to meet up with both SVD-DLS and DLS methods; and it can be very applicable in radiosurgery.

The performances of the other three methods are not encouraging based on both metrics. FABRIK performed better than both CCD and transpose technique in terms of both metrics. For instance, it attained percentage accuracies of 9.7% at an error threshold value of 1 mm, and also converged in 20.34% when t ≤ 0.1 s. Also, CCD attained accuracies of 6.3% at an error threshold value of 1 mm. It performed better than Jacobian transpose which is very unstable. Usually, the three methods require more than 500 iterations to reach desired target points. This was confirmed by increasing the maximum iteration value to 1000 and, in fact, they only performed better when one of the axial values of target points is close to zero. Despite increasing the threshold value to 3 mm the three methods could only determine 9.5, 13.9, and 21.2% points accurately in the workspace with an average execution time of 4.78 s, 7.08 s, and 15.71 s, respectively. Although, the Jacobian methods have natural tendency to cope with joint complexities, however they converge very slowly. This can be attributed to the consistent orthogonal joints that connect consecutive links in the design of the proposed snake-like robot. Hence, the methods are quite unreasonable for the purpose of the snake-like robot proposed in this study.

Conclusion and future works {#Sec24}
===========================

In this study, a non-iterative geometric method has been proposed for solving IK of lead-module in spatially redundant snake-like robotic manipulator designed for radiosurgical operation. The modular robot is designed such that there are 2*n* links in each module and the direction of rotation of each link is orthogonal to the preceding one. This is quite complex for existing approaches; hence, the basic idea of the proposed method is to define *n*-1 VPs in the workspace of an *n*-link module. Positions of the VPs determine viable joint space (posture) needed to place tip of the last link at given targets in a workspace. Similarly, location of the mid-*VP* for a given point can be varied to compute multiple IK solutions. This is useful for collision avoidance and safe interaction between the snake-like robot and other organs in its workspace. In this paper, the geometric method is applied to solve IK of two-link and four-link modules which are capable of spatial navigations. Results from Matlab simulation prototype of the snake-like robot show that the proposed method is computationally inexpensive, fast and accurate. Collision avoidance strategy enriches the proposed method in switching between different joint configurations rather than interrupting movements of links in cluttered areas.

In the future, we will investigate on how to transfer IK solution of the lead-module to succeeding ones in a trans-rotational iterative process such that the manipulator can replicate snake motion. This work is part of a developmental robotic system for abdominal radiosurgery with minimal and no-invasion. This paper focuses on solving the kinematic problem of the robotic system. There is need to improve the IK method for automatic selection of optimal joint configuration on run-time. Furthermore, path planning, trajectory, and analysis of torque and force acting at each joint are vital for success of surgery in real clinical situations. Finally, dynamics of the actual robot shall be considered along with the IK method for minimal or no invasion experimentation trials in animal.

DH

:   Denavit--Hartenberg

IK

:   inverse kinematics

VP

:   virtual points
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:   target point
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:   extra point

DLS

:   damped least squares

SVD

:   singular value decomposition

CCD

:   cyclic coordinate descent
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:   forward and backward reaching inverse kinematics
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